read |rēd|
verb ( past read |red|) [ trans. ]
look at carefully and comprehend the meaning of
(written or printed matter) by mentally interpreting the characters or symbols of which it is composed; speak (the written or printed matter that
one is reading) aloud or render in speech, typically to another person; discern (a fact, emotion,
or quality) in someone’s eyes or expression; have
such a knowledge of (a language) as to be able
to understand things written in it; aprehend the
meaning of (signs, characters, etc.) otherwise than
with eyes, as by means of the ﬁngers; interpret
the meaning of (gestures, movements, signals, or
the like); make out the character, motivations, desires, etc., of (a person or persons); [ intrans. ] (of
a piece of writing) convey a speciﬁed impression
to the reader: the brief note read like a cry for
help; [ intrans. ] (of a passage, text, or sign) contain or consist of speciﬁed words; have a certain
wording; used to indicate that a particular word
in a text or passage is incorrect and that another
should be substituted for it; interpret the words
formed by (a speaking person’s lips) by watching
rather than listening.
troupe |troōp|
noun
a group of dancers, actors, or other entertainers
who tour to different venues. ORIGIN early 19th
cent.: from French, literally ‘troop’.
troop |troōp|
noun
an assemblage of persons or things; company;
band;
a great number or multitude; a body of soldiers,
esp. an armored cavalry unit, or an airborne unit;
(troops) soldiers or armed forces; a herd, ﬂock,
or swarm; a group of people or animals of a particular kind: a troop of musicians; (of a group of
people) come or go together or in large numbers.
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: from French troupe,
back-formation from troupeau, diminutive of
medieval Latin troppus ‘ﬂock,’ probably of Germanic origin.
game |gām|
noun
an amusement or pastime; a form of play or sport;
a type of activity or business, esp. when; regarded
as a game; a secret and clever plan or trick; the
material or equipment used in playing certain
games; the material or equipment used in playing certain games; a competitive activity involving skill, chance, or endurance onthe part of two
or more persons who play according to a set of
rules, usually for their own amusement or for that
of spectators; anything resembling a game;

wild animals, including birds and ﬁshes, such as
are hunted forfood or taken for sport or proﬁt; the
ﬂesh of such wild animals or other game, used as
food; any object of pursuit, attack, abuse, etc.; any
object of pursuit, attack, abuse, etc.; [often with
negative ] a thing that is frivolous or amusing.
adjective
eager and willing to do something new or
challenging.
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How can we dislocate and relocate the
qualities of intelligence?
What are the particular compounds of
existing forms of knowledge?
How can we begin to remodel the textured
layers of knowing, understanding, and of
discourse itself?
How can we begin to re-align the
boundaries, stretching out ideas to points of
rupture, generating something altogether
unexpected, surprising and new?
What happens if we enter a text through
gesture rather than verbal language,
slipping between the words and into its
arteries, veins, ﬁnding its pulse through our
bodies?
What if we call upon the many knowings
inscribed in our ﬂesh, our bones, our central
nervous systems, organs, joints, limbs?
How can an idea be swallowed and allowed
to move through us and transform us?

What if embodied knowledge, imagination,
and intuition were brought to bear upon a
text, an essay, a thought, or proposition?
What if verbal language was facilitated in
taking a back seat allowing other means of
response to come to the fore?
Perhaps there is the potential to move
through the ideas ascribed to one author
and reach a point of collective embodied,
understanding and response, generating
new forms of knowledge.

USEFUL TOOLS FOR A
READING TROUPE
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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A READING TROUPE can happen without
any particular technical tools or by improvising alternatives // draw pictures // write
things down // use memory and storytelling
// work with available space and resources //
the limitations are full of potential
HOWEVER the following tools and preparations can be advantageous to a READING
TROUPE session
printouts of the text // highlighter markers //
pens // paper // some tables and chairs //
ground mats // blankets for lying down
games // a tripod // a camera // an audio
recorder

CONSIDERATIONS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SHARE knowledge of any technical
equipment // making sure that everybody
knows how to operate all available tools //
discuss at the beginning of every READING
TROUPE how the documentation //

generative tools can be accessed // used //
incorporate tools into speciﬁc exercises
TROUPE members can choose to be
recorded // photographed or not
TOOLS are there to offer an expanded
opportunity for the generation of new
knowledge
TALK about how the materials might be
used // about where they may become
objects // how they may be disseminated

A NOTE ABOUT GAMES
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
GAMES can be combined in multiple
conﬁgurations // spontaneously or in
preparation of a READING TROUPE session // games can be treated as a starting
point towards the generation of new games

READING TROUPE
GAMES #001
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

PHYSICAL AND VERBAL
MISBEHAVING
TOWARDS STATES OF
AGREEMENT

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DE-FAMILIARISING the text
SPEED reading // read as fast as you can
when you stumble on a word or phrase
repeat it three times
EMOTION of the text // Imagine the text a
feeling thing // read a passage and inﬂect
the reading with a strong emotion // as if it
was yours // imagine that it is something
you have written that is full of sentiment //
imagine that it is a little revealing and
vulnerable to read it
DEAF reading to techno with headphones
on // passing the headphones from one
reader to the next
SHOUTING the text above the sound of
loud music to be heard
HIGHLIGHT pieces of the text that you like
the feel of // glancing through as if an image
allow them to emerge off the page // don’t
think twice
PHYSICALISATION of the sounds which
words make // elongate the vowel sounds //
stress the consonants // relish the taste and
texture of the language // what is happening
in your mouth // with your tongue // does a
word sound harsh or smooth // think of the
words as if they formed a physical structure
//what is the structure like // what are its
properties // does it have volume and
density // is it solid or ﬂuid // does it move or
is it static // speak the line aloud // make a
physical shape for it using the body // what
is suggested

WRITE a phrase chosen from the text //
re-model it // placing the words in a pattern
that you like // be intuitive // it doesn’t have
to make sense // choose for whatever
reason what words should sit next to one
another // make three or four re-arrangements // choose the one you prefer and
speak it aloud // in twos // speak your new
line to one another three times //
a conversation
REPETITIVE reading // highlight phrases
that hit you // choose one with a good
rhythm // use only your chosen phrase and
repeat it with a partner // try having a
conversation using only that phrase //
intonate it as a a convincing argument or
as a question
SCRIPT // with a partner // take about ﬁve
lines from the text each and write them as a
ten line scene // read the lines as a
nonsensical conversation // inﬂected with
various tones // exchanges // emotions
PAIRS can read their scripts once // straight
// then a second reading enacted in an
imaginary location as suggested by the
group // the reading can also be inﬂected
with a speciﬁc emotion // eg. on the moon
and depressed

READING TROUPE
GAMES #002
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

IMAGINITIVE DISSONANCE
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ENTERING the space of the text //
discovering its architecture
LYING down // guided body awareness //
warming up to a guided imagining // the
experience of imagining something
effortlessly and choicelessly

What are the dominant colours // what kind of
lighting // this ﬁrst space continues to
another // where does it lead // what kind of
activities does the space suggest
WANDER freely around the structure // try to
get a sense of the building as a whole // see
from a distance its architectural structure //
as if a blueprint or 3d model // is it divided

AWARENESS of the room // others in the
room // proximity // the air close to your face
// the feeling of your body against the ﬂoor
points of contact // muscles as bags of sand

into sub spaces // how is it divided up // what

BREATHE // ﬁlling your body // stomach //
inhale // exhale

WRITE it down // or draw // then read it with

CONSCIOUSNESS of your feet // legs //
hips // pelvis lower back // stomach // chest
// arms // hands // face // eyes // skull // brain

or image // encourage description by asking

scale // how high // sharp or curved lines //
hard or soft materials

a partner and listen as they read their text
questions // then your partner tells it back to
you as they remember it // read it to the group
// put the texts and drawings somewhere in

A GUIDED IMAGINING
IMAGINE the text as an architectural
structure
BEGIN with the entrance // picture it // go
with the ﬁrst image // what shape // what
size // does it invite you in // what kind of
threshold // how to enter
ONCE you enter what is the ﬁrst sensation
that strikes you // what is the ﬁrst thing that
you take notice of // stick with your ﬁrst
image // how does it feel inside // what is the
light like // what is its volume // smells //
textures // colours
NOTICE some objects within the space
move towards one and examine it // size //
purpose // placement

Keith Johnstone, IMPRO,
London 1979.

EXAMINE any ornamentation // furniture
fabrics // materials

the space // objects together

READING TROUPE
GAMES #003
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

BECOMING THE TEXT
Augusto Boal; Games for
Actors and Non-actors,
London 1992.

Keith Johnstone, IMPRO,
London 1979.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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INHABITING THE BEAST // what kind of
beast is the text // describe it // colours //
textures // smells // volume // and distinctive features // ﬁerce or passive // if this text
were a creature // living and breathing //
embodied // what questions would you have
for it
HOTSEATING // sitting in a semi circle with
one chair placed in the centre and facing
the other chairs // audio recording device
between the single chair and semi-circle of
chairs

Augusto Boal, ibid.

Keith Johnstone, ibid.

PARTICIPANTS take turns in the hotseat //
one by one // they decide whether or not to
start the audio recorder // somebody stands
close by and mediates between the person
in the hotseat and the group // the person in
the hotseat answers questions as the text
and not as themselves // as if the text were
an entity with an active mind and imagination // the person in the hotseat responds
to the questions spontaneously and is also
allowed the right to deny response // the
group should ask generous and generative
questions

READING TROUPE
GAMES #004
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

IMAGE THEATRE //
POINTS OF COLLAPSE
AND RE-GENERATION

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
See also Augusto Boal: IMAGE THEATRE, in: Games For
Actors and Non-actors, p.174

ONE MINUTE IMAGES // divide into two
groups // read a descriptive line // without
verbal language // construct an image using
bodies // represent the line from the text
physically
IMAGES in twos // one person makes a
shape with their body // the other considers
this shape and becomes part of the
conﬁguration // hold it for several breaths
// and then the ﬁrst person moves out // reconsiders a new shape // moves back in //
and so on
CONTINUE using words form the text and
then onto phrases
GROUP response // in a circle // one person
moves into the centre and makes a shape
with their body that they can hold // the
images produced respond to the text or part
of the text // another person enters and
becomes part of the image // adding to it //
then another person joins // and so on //
until the image is complete // then one by
one people remove themselves // there
should be absolutely no talking

IMAGING the text as a whole // incorporate
the camera // remember the interview and
imagined spatial exercises from before //
consider the text as an entity // as a complete beast with a collection of speciﬁc
properties // qualities // emotions
A VOLUNTEER body and some basic props
// take turns to sculpt the body into images
that manifest the text in some way // work
instinctively
PHOTOGRAPH each conﬁguration // take
turns on the camera
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GROUP: what is the somapolitical
construction you are producing?
TEXT: I am?
G: When you speak about biopolitical
agency and the desire to fuck what
does it mean to fuck?
T: I think it means something different
after the testosterone has been
absorbed, it takes on a different
physical sense and it’s more to do
with the city than to do with another
body. And it’s very much to do with
everything becoming potentially
a place of desire or a structure of
desire, everything becomes desire, I
think.
G: Desire for what?
T: Maybe desire without any speciﬁc
object. It becomes somehow
connected and the borders somehow
dissolve. There is this ﬂux of desire
between solid and liquid, between
movement and the more static
elements.
G: When you describe this
connection between the molecular
dimension of the body, the spiritual
one and the urban environment, what
would be an ideal architecture or
environment in which this can actually
become more ﬂuid?
T: The barrier is always that there is
this substance that I need to ingest.
If it was something that we could
automatically release in our bodies
ourselves through a decision that we
make, if we could decide the levels
of testosterone or estrogen in our
own systems, perhaps that would
be an ideal situation. Maybe we can
become creatures that can regulate
our own hormone levels. It could be
something that we learn in childhood
and develop.
G: Do you think that the actual taking
of testosterone is a political act?
T: Yes.
G: In the “Contrasexual Manifesto”
you wrote about high heels having
penises, like you know, these kind
of endings, the levers that you stand
upon, they were penises that you
could use for example for
penetration of your own anus or
somebody else’s holes. You could
also put it into architecture.

So it’s about getting away from genital
ﬁxations but it’s about a new
‘Sinnlichkeit’ a new sensuality that
you can develop. Are you combining
these two practices, the
testosterone and the extensions. Are
you still having these kind of very
interesting objects and clothing, this
design stuff that you have on your
body everyday? I was very fascinated
by this.
T: Yes, of course.
G: What do you have right now?
T: Now on my body? I have this
bellybutton extension.
G: What is it?
T: It goes inside, it penetrates.
G: Through the bellybutton?
T: Yeah.
G: Wow.
G: Is it uncomfortable?
T: No no no.
G: And did you make this yourself?
T: No, I had it implanted, it’s an
implant. You have it for three months.
Then it disintegrates, but it’s hard to
really, determine. You can of course
have x-rays or ultra sound to see, but
it feels like it’s still there. Body
memory is extending this period.
G: And can you regulate it or how
does it work?
T: No but you can adapt it. It’s
something that is coming from the
outside and so far I would describe
this testosterone experience as also
another way of implanting in a sense.
Because it’s something that I use
from the outside to inﬂuence my,
maybe, inner balance.
G: And who develops these implants?
T: It’s a friend of mine. I can’t give
names. It’s not so public yet.
G: And what kind of material is it
made from?
T: It’s a natural silicone, it’s from corn.
G: So you’re creating new sexual
organs?
T: Yeah, maybe.
G: That’s great. Where are you going
to have the next one?
T: I guess in my ear.
G: Yeah, I was thinking the same. But
does it have to be holes that exist
already?

T: I think it’s easier. You already know
this way in. There is already a
sensation there, so it’s more
augmenting of a sensation that’s
already there.
One person in the group points at the
palms of her hands.
T: Yeah that’s the Christ thing, also
cultural memory.
G: It’s the beginning of a new era.
G: I’m just wondering if you feel that
you are very plugged into this world
of cyberspace and the possibility of
the internet and non humanness. Are
you very involved in this non-physical
world?
A phone beeps
T: That was my alter ego answering. I
am very interested in the
possibilities of multiple identities and
of a not physical but physically
determined identity. I wouldn’t call it
non-human.
G: I’m just wondering, you say that
you take testosterone to foil what
society wanted to make of you. Is that
the strongest point of resistance that
you’ve had to this expectation?
T: No. I think that there are many
points of resistance and they are
coming along the way. Every time
a resistance appears within, as a
physical reaction but also as a kind
of mindset or spiritual or mental form,
there are different ways to build a
practice or make resistance into a
form of living, experimentation or
encounter.
G: You are saying that your identity is
composed of dildos, texts and moving
images and that’s like bio-political
ﬁction. That’s something that’s
dealing very much with intimacy. How
do you transport all these political
possibilities to a place that’s not just
in the private sphere?
T: I believe that actually what we call
intimacy or privacy is the place where
all political imagination starts, where
resistance starts. So it is something
that we have inside our bodies
because our bodies are these kind of
multiplicities and archives for all these
structures and inscriptions of what

society wanted to make of us and of
what all the economies and also
sensual possibilities are.
So I think there is no real division
between something that would be
called the political realm and the
realm of language and, you know,
between arguments and the
physically experienced world. So I
guess what I’m trying to do with taking
testosterone and with proposing this
as a bio-political action is to melt
these boundaries between one’s own
physical space and the communal
political space of a society.
G: If you think of this psychotropic
pan-pornographic capitalism. One of
its main strategies is to isolate people
in front of a computer, like, taking this
kind of trash and images of desire
that are not touching the senses there
you can’t be with other bodies. How
would you organize the ﬁghts that we
need? If the capitalisms aim is to
isolate us and to separate us, how
could we through desire
overcome this isolation and
re-organise us in other
conﬁgurations? I’m not talking about
demonstrations but, but how we can
take again the public space and bring
it back for us?
T: When I talk about this physical
experience of political resistance
and desire as a shared common,
as something that is not my will to
fuck somebody but something that
is spreading out, this kind of passion
that is a physical sense of being in
the world and of being within an
environment that is made of people
and of other things. I believe that the
strange materiality of this era in
transformation, this gelatinous and
molecular dimension of
transformation and of exchange could
be something to get in
deeper. I haven’t ﬁgured that out for
myself yet. What I don’t really like is
the idea of injection, even though I
plug things into myself. But still it’s a
very weird penetrating way of
something other.
G: But you are penetrating since you
are using dildos all the time.
T: That’s the paradox of existence.

G: You are talking about the concept
of a hormone and the hormone but of
course to conceptualize a hormone
is a very complex thought. If you see
yourself as a platform of
experimentation and all elements that
you have in your body and your mind
become somehow concepts of
something, I’m asking myself how can
you perceive that, how can you
realize that and have relationships
which are respectful and serious?
T: We are having a situated
knowledge, like Donna Harraway
says. So you are part of a context
and it’s your decision to empower the
structures that you have and that you
are crossed by. Before it has been all
the disciplinary regimes that Focault
was describing but now we are not
only crossed by some power
structures, but these power structures
are also given by the drugs we take
and the genetically modiﬁed food we
are eating.

Punk capitalism
Fucking the city
Ladder

Those things are the same problem
as the hormones. They are produced
in countries that are poor. All of your
body on a molecular level, on a physical level, on a chemical level is connected to all these
situations and part of that network; it’s
not isolated from them. So you can’t
really decide if you are part of that or
not, because you are. So once you
get conscious that you are part of all
this hyper-globalised connections that
cross your mind, your feelings, the
chemical molecules of your body or
your affections as power structures,
you could decide how to use them
when. I think that it’s important to
conceptualize them in this huge map
and to start to try to make changes
there.
T: Would you say that the taking of
the testosterone changed you relating
to these power structures?
G: Yes, in the way that I was born with
an identity that was imposed, it was
conceptually deﬁned by the capitalist
society. But I was never
feeling as the girl I was supposed to
be. Taking these drugs, on the one
hand I am getting the kind of behavior
and conducts that are conceptually
given to men and, on the other hand,
I am getting connected to another
chain of production. That is the one,
which produces these drugs. When
you read the prospect of the medicine, of the testosterone, of the drug,
it’s always talking to men, it doesn’t
talk to women. So I’m taking
something that’s not being produced
for women.
G: I’m curious if you’ve ever heard of
something called the phantom limb?
Usually when people in war lose a
limb and still think it’s there, they
seem to feel sensation there even
though they lost their limb. I’m curious
if there’s such a thing in a queer
context.

The normative frame of biopolitical oppression
Objectivity
Getting rid of your tits
Neither techno boy nor techno girl
Me as an image

Testo Junkie
Examination of the precarious body
Pharmacopornograpic ikarus with prosthesis amongst
barricades
Cis female with wings
The carrier of the molecule walking in the city

Like when a person comes out as being gay and lets say they came from
a conventional situation, then they
leave the expectations of their family,
of society whatever and they embrace
their queer identity and I’m wondering
if there’s ever a
phantom limb where they feel a
former remnant of their heterosexual
self. I just want to know if you ever
feel ambivalence because you seem
so sure of yourself and what you
stand for and symbolize. I know that
when you’re in a political battle you
have to sound that way because
you’re ﬁghting so many things you
can’t be weak or whatever but I’m just
curious, between you and me: Do you
feel ambivalence?
T: Well, relating to the phantom limbs,
actually, I am talking a lot about using
prosthesis. I have a collection of them
for personal use - so I think, it’s
obvious what I think about the
beneﬁts of the phantom limbs. So and
then of course I’m talking about multiplicities and going through all these
different multiplicities that implies to
incorporate different parts in your
identity – it is an artiﬁcial
creation but it is also there and
depends on what you choose to put
there. Of course there are also times
when I am crying depressed in the
sofa, because I feel bad, you know.
Of course, and that’s also important to
think about. And when you are
thinking about familial structures, I
think it’s not the right way. I mean
if you want to repeat the classical
structures of family, if you want to get
married by the authority of the state,
it’s completely a problem. You are not
changing anything in the end. So then
why don’t you marry your dog
instead of your couple? If we are
going through all these ﬁghts only
to at the end recognize the power of
the state, it doesn’t make sense. We
should imagine other kinds of
structures.
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